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the object seimi Kvery human being possesses both
mechanisms us an expression of his natural life-rhythm—
that rhythm which Goethe, surely not by chance, charac-
terised with the physiological concepts of cardiac activity,
A rhythmical alternation of both forms of psychic activity
may correspond with the normal course of life. But the
complicated external conditions under which we live, as
well an the presumably even more complex conditions
of our individual psychic disposition, seldom permit a
completely undisturbed flow of our psychic activity,
Outer circumstances and inner disposition frequently
favour the one mechanism, and restrict or hinder the
other; whereby a predominance of one mechanism natur-
ally arises. If this condition becomes in any way chronic
a type is produced, namely an habitual attitude, in which
the one mechanism permanently dominates; not, of
course, that the other can ever be completely suppressed,
Inasmuch as it also is an integral factor In psychic activity.
Hence, there can never occur a pure type in the sense
that he i.s entirely possessed of the one mechanism with
a complete atrophy of the other. A typical attitude
always signifies the merely relative predominance of one
mechanism.
With the substantiation of introversion and extraver-
sion an opportunity at once offered itself for the differentia-
tion of two extensive groups of psychological individuals*
But this grouping is of such a superficial and inclusive
nature that it permits no more than a rather general dis-
crimination. A more exact investigation of those indi-
vidual psychologies which fall into either group at once
yields great differences between individuals who none
the less belong to the same group. If, therefore, we wish
to determine wherein lie the differences of individuals
belonging to a definite group, we must make a further
step, My experience has taught me that individuals

